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Abstract: Academic and policy interest in ecological footprint analysis has grown rapidly in recent years. To date, however, the application of ecological footprint analysis to tourism has been limited. This article aims to discuss the potential of ecological footprint analysis to assess sustainability in tourism. It is about a comparison of the global environmental impacts of different forms of tourism in southern countries where tourism is a major source of foreign exchange earnings. It illustrates how an ecotourism destination has a larger ecological footprint than a “mass” tourism destination.
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1. Introduction

The ecological footprint (EF) concept was introduced in the 1990s by William Rees and Mathis Wackernagel [1,2]. The concept is rooted in the search for indicators of sustainable development and more in particular the wish to measure how the human appropriation of the earth’s resources relates to the carrying capacity of the earth. The aggregated use of land is seen as a good common denominator to express the impact of humans on the earth’s natural resources.

The EF measures the amount of biologically productive land and sea area an individual, a region, a given population or a human activity requires to produce all the resources it consumes and to absorb
the corresponding emissions (such as carbon dioxide from fossil use), using prevailing technology and resource management practices. It compares this measurement to how much land and sea area is available [3–5]. The EF is usually measured in global hectares. Biologically productive land and sea includes area that (1) supports human demand for food, fibre, timber, energy and space for infrastructure and (2) absorbs the carbon dioxide emissions from the human economy.

The total EF of an individual or a given community is broken down into a number of components. Often six components are distinguished [6–9]: use of arable land (for food, feed and other agricultural products), use of pasture land (for animal grazing), use of forest/woodland (for timber), use of built-up space (for living, etc.), use of productive sea space (for fish), and use of forest land to absorb CO₂ that was emitted due to human activities. Ecological footprint analysis (EFA) aims at expressing demand for all impact components as an equivalent, imaginary land area (global hectares or gha) [8,10].

According to [4] (p. 1964), “the EF deviates from other sustainability indicators in two respects: it expresses the impacts of humanity on the environment in one common unit (use of bioproductive space) and it can be related to the carrying capacity of the earth (the available bioproductive space or so-called “biocapacity”).”

Many potential applications of EFA have been proposed e.g., [11]. To date, however, the application of EFA to tourism has been limited. EFA can be used in the tourism sector to calculate the biological demands of this activity [12]. This is a pertinent measure because it takes into account the impact of air travel and the areas of land used to cater for the various types of tourism-related consumption. The question of travel and transport is likely to call into question some types of tourism intended to be sustainable, such as ecotourism, particularly when they take place in destinations that are remote from the home country of the tourists [13]. For example, ecotourists generally originate from developed countries and frequently holiday in less developed countries in the South. Potential beneficial environmental impacts of ecotourism at the local level (in the sense that it puts a minimum threat on local ecosystems through the conversion of lands, trampling, collection of species, etc.) may be outweighed by harmful effects at the global scale (air travel).

This article then seeks to discuss EFA as a tool to assess sustainability in tourism. Our analysis reports a case study concerning the application of the EFA to Tunisia, which is often qualified as a “mass tourism” destination [14]. Our objective is to compare our findings with those reported by Gössling et al. [15] for the Seychelles. According to Gössling et al. [15] (pp. 206–207), “The development of travel mirrors a process of increasing competition between destinations, and can also be seen as an indicator of the growing inter-changeability of destinations. Particularly destinations in the tropics become replaceable because sun-sand-sea travel choices are increasingly made on the basis of two factors only: travel (flight) duration and hotel standard. Considering these trends, the Seychelles are unique in their effort to not become a mass-tourism destination and to attract the high-value segment of international tourism”. Tourism is the second major source of foreign exchange earnings for the Seychelles, and a pristine environment is understood as the precondition for attracting an exclusive, wealthy clientele [16]. The Seychelles have safeguarded a wide range of ecosystems in protected areas, which are ultimately dependent for their existence on financial resources derived from tourism. They have based their marketing on the image of a pristine, exclusive eco-destination that seriously attempts to integrate environmental conservation and development [17,18].
Using EFA to assess sustainability of tourism in these two southern destinations is interesting because it focuses on the environmental impacts of tourism scenarios not on a local scale [19,20] but on a more global scale. It takes into account the global environmental aspects of travel. It illustrates that a destination branding itself as ecotourism destination has a larger EF than a “mass” tourism destination. Section 2 clarifies the method of calculating the EF applied to tourism. Section 3 compares the EF of tourism between Tunisia and Seychelles. Section 4 discusses the potential and limitations of the EFA and its outcome.

2. Methods

EF aims at expressing—using space equivalents—the appropriation of biologically productive area by individuals or nations. The idea of the concept is to compare the area required to support a certain lifestyle with the area available, thus offering an instrument to assess if consumption is ecologically sustainable [3,21]. The method used for our EFA applied to several forms of tourism is based on a reference model developed by Gössling et al. [15]. This method consists of several steps, each of which yields one of the components of the total EF. Generally, the method remains the same for studies that have applied the EFA to the tourism sector [5]. It relates human consumption and waste production to six major components of productive space: built-up land (that refers to spaces where the biological productivity isn’t used because these areas have been covered with human artefacts such as buildings and roads), fossil energy land (that corresponds to the area of newly planted forest in order to store the carbon dioxide released in the atmosphere by human activities, that represents the footprint of different fossil energy sources), arable land, pasture, sea space, and forest [22,23]. Furthermore, these different components are assigned to four different sectors: “transport”, “accommodation”, “leisure activities” and “food and fibre consumption”.

Firstly, “transport” comprises all travel related to the vacation, including travel to/from airports, return-flights, and all travel at the destination. The corresponding EF needs to consider both energy and infrastructure components. It consists of two parts: on the one hand the areas of land that are built on to provide infrastructures for roads, railways, parking sites, ports and airports, and on the other hand, the areas required for the absorption of carbon and the production of hydrocarbons. The areas related to the absorption of carbon and hydrocarbon production are calculated taking into account air travel and other modes of transportation. The method of calculation is the same, except that the space required for air travel is weighted by a factor of 2.7 [15]. This space is calculated on the basis of the mean number of kilometres per head for the different types of transport. Once this value has been obtained, it must be converted into gigajoules by means of a conversion factor designated \( \alpha \) (\( \alpha_1 \) for air, and \( \alpha_2 \) for road), and then converted into an area using another conversion factor, designated \( \beta \) [15]. The area occupied by infrastructures corresponds to the area required for development linked to transportation for tourists. The calculation is based on the built-on area of the facilities, and the total number of tourist arrivals for each of them. The area required per tourist thus obtained expresses the number of hectares per head for transport-related infrastructures. This result must be adjusted to take into account the proportion of tourists amongst the total of incoming passengers (tourists and other passengers), i.e., a correction via the tourists/total passengers ratio.
Secondly, as for “accommodation”, the tourist footprint consists of the area required for rooms/apartments, and the fossil energy land to account for energy use (including mainly heating/cooling, air conditioning, cooking, illumination). The methods used to calculate these two factors (infrastructure and energy components) are fairly similar, but they differ with regard to the data that must be included. The surface area required to accommodate the tourists is calculated on the basis of the capacities in terms of beds available per category of accommodation. A mean surface area per person is thus obtained. The energy required per tourist is calculated in a way fairly similar to that described in the previous paragraph. The main difference lies in the fact that the calculation is no longer based on capacities, but on actual overnight stays. The quantities of energy in megajoules per head and per category of accommodation are used here to calculate the mean value of the quantity of energy consumed per overnight stay. This mean value is then multiplied by the mean duration of tourist stays, and then in the same way as for air transport, it is converted into a surface area using a new conversion factor, designated µ.

Thirdly, “leisure activities” include the visitation of specific locations for recreational purposes and may be divided into attractions (museums, etc.) entertainment (cinema, shopping, etc.) and sport activities (diving, golf, etc.) The area required for leisure spaces has been considered by Gössling et al. [15] to be negligible, with the exception of golf courses, which correspond to a significant proportion of the land area used by the tourists. Consequently, the calculation is carried out using the following ratio: golf areas/total number of tourists.

Finally, “food and fibre consumption” assesses the footprint of food and fibre, based on arable land, sea space, forest and pasture. Due to the poor official statistical database, it is assumed that the quality and quantity of the food and fibres consumed at the destination is similar to consumption at home. It is therefore necessary to isolate the consumptions of groups of tourists on the basis of their geographical origins, and then to revise these figures in relation to the length of tourist stays. This calculation can in fact be summarized as that of the mean consumption for the four components on the basis of the number of tourists and of where they come from. The area required for tourist consumption is indexed on the basis of the WWF report [24].

Figure 1 illustrates our approach to the construction of an EF applied to tourism.

The term ecological footprint is designated EF, and the various different components of the indicator are designated EFi, where i ranges from 1 to 9.

In order to aggregate the different categories of space to a total footprint, the areas (built-up land, fossil energy land, arable land, pasture, sea space, and forest) are multiplied by “equivalence factors” [25]. Theses factors inform about the area’s relative productivity (measured in primary or green biomass productivity) as compared to world-average space, which is given the equivalence factor of 1. In 2004, built-up land is, for example, 2.64 times more biologically productive than world-average space, and is therefore multiplied with factor 2.64. These equivalence factors are calculated every year and are identical for every country in a given year. They translate the area supplied or demanded of a specific land use type (i.e., world average cropland, grazing land, etc.) into units of world average biologically productive area (global hectares—gha) and varies by land use type and year. The equivalence factors for each category of space, based on the Living Planet Report [24] and resumed by Gössling et al. [15], as well as those based on Ewing et al. [10] are shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. EF of tourism.

Table 1. Equivalence factors (based on relative biomass yield), Source: [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area type</th>
<th>efi (global hectares per hectare) 2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil energy land (newly planted forest area needed to absorb emitted CO₂ (ef₁)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up land (required for roads, buildings, etc.) (ef₂)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arable land (for growing crops) (ef₃)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture (for grazing animals) (ef₄)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea space (for harvesting fish and other sea food) (ef₅)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest area (for producing wood for furniture, paper, etc.) (ef₆)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this way, the EF is calculated for the areas \((EF_i)\), and the predetermined equivalence factors \((ef_j)\) for every year on the basis of the equation below:

\[
EF = \sum_{i=1}^{2} EF_i \cdot ef_i + \sum_{m=3}^{5} EF_m \cdot ef_2 + \sum_{n=6}^{9} EF_n \cdot ef_{n-3}
\]

For the components associated with fossil energy, \(d_a\) and \(d_v\) designate the mean distances travelled per tourist by air and by road, and \(e_{ni}\) the mean energy consumed per tourist for accommodation. For
the components associated with infrastructures and leisure activities, $s_t$, $s_h$, and $s_g$ are reported, corresponding to the mean surface areas per tourist required for travel, accommodation, and golf courses and other leisure activities respectively. $\delta$ and $\eta$ are respectively the fraction corresponding to the tourism-related use of the transportation infrastructures and occupation of accommodation. Finally, $c_a$, $c_p$, $c_e$, and $c_f$ designate the mean relative consumption in hectares per tourist in terms of arable land, pasture, sea space, and forest. The footprint can then be expressed as follows:

$$ EF = ef_1\beta(d_a, \alpha_1 + d_v, \alpha_2) + ef_2(s_t, \delta + s_h, \eta + s_g) + ef_3c_a + ef_4c_p + ef_5c_e + ef_6c_f $$

The EF describes to what degree tourism remains within the scope of the environment’s ability to regenerate, and reveals the distribution of the pressure brought to bear on the environment as a function of the type of consumption [10].

Previously, the preferred index used to analyse the environmental impact of tourism was usually the carrying capacity of the earth [21]. Moreover, during the last ten years many sustainability indicators have been proposed and discussed [26]. Nevertheless, all of these indicators are indicators of environmental impact at the local level, and the advantage of the EFA is to provide an indicator of sustainability at the global level by taking air travel into account [27–29]. As a result, a tourist’s footprint will include a wider range of impacts than most of the other indicators currently applied to the environment (at the local level but also at the global level with the carbon footprint which takes only carbon issue into account). Our approach will then compare tourism in Tunisia and the Seychelles with regard to their EF. Tunisia and the Seychelles have been chosen as study cases because tourism is a major source of foreign exchange earnings in both cases and each destination corresponds to a different kind of tourism: the Seychelles seek to brand themselves as an ecotourism destination, while a large part of some coastal areas of Tunisia can be considered as mass tourism.

3. Results

For the Seychelles, the study carried out by Gössling et al. [15] provides some very detailed data about the country’s EF. No such information is available for Tunisia in any paper. We therefore propose to calculate the ecological footprint of tourism in Tunisia by using the data of the ONTT report of 2004 [30] and using some parameters and coefficients introduced in the article of Gössling et al. [15], to compare our results with those reported in this paper for the Seychelles in 2000.

The use of data for 2004 for the Tunisian case is not problematic because of the stability of the inputs required by the EFA (origin of tourists, categories of accommodation establishments, airports and golf courses) between these two years. The quantitative data such as tourist arrivals and length of stay (5.1 days for 2004 [30]) have few consequences for the footprint calculation because the output is a mean value. Nevertheless, different hypotheses were required due to the limited availability of data.

We first formulated two hypotheses for the energy component linked to transport. The first concerns the distances to be taken into account. So far these have tended to be homogenized, and refer solely to the locations of the capital cities of the countries of origin of the tourists (see Appendix 1). We then refer to the details of kilometres on the airline website. The second hypothesis concerns road travel by tourists once they have arrived at their destination, which we have chosen to have a mean value of the order of 300 km [30]. This value is assumed as a mean of the tourism trip in Tunisia where
the primary motivation of the tourists (about 80%) is sea-sand-sun with few trips, and the others 20% of tourists having more trips with desert excursions in the South for example or other forms of excursion in the North.

Secondly, for the infrastructure component linked to means of transportation, we also formulated some new hypotheses. As the two most significant means of transportation are air and road, we focused our calculations solely on these two types of travel. Maritime transport has been left out of the equation due to the tiny fraction this means of locomotion for tourists represents for tourists visiting Tunisia (less than 3% of the tourism transport referring to ONTT data). Furthermore, since the roads also carry heavy traffic unrelated to tourism, the area occupied per tourist for this type of construction has also been ignored. Thus, the area related to the share of building for transport is in fact focussed on the areas occupied by the airports (see Appendix 2).

Thirdly, for the infrastructure and energy components related to accommodation, we have adopted several hypotheses to offset the lack of data. The first concerns the theoretical data for the different parts of the calculation. The area per capita has been taken from article [15], with a few modifications. As this study was carried out in the Seychelles, where we assumed that the space required per tourist was greater than that required per tourist in Tunisia because of the concentration of tourists in the accommodation establishments which is the major characteristic of a mass tourism destination (see Appendix 3), so we assumed that it was necessary to reduce this theoretical space considerably. We have considered 50% of the space required per tourist in the Seychelles. Energy consumption was taken to be the same for both of these tourism zones. As a result, the data provided by Gössling et al. [15] were also used to construct this aspect of the EFA applied to Tunisia, but we adjusted the parameters used for the Seychelles by considering that energy consumption is the same for each category of accommodation establishments (about 80 MJ per bed night) because the distinction between categories in Tunisia refers essentially to the quality of services proposed.

Finally, the data for the leisure activities and consumption were also lacking, so once again we had to adopt several hypotheses. There are only a few golf courses in Tunisia, and they are assumed to occupy a mean area of 90 ha as in the case of the Seychelles. We also adopted hypotheses related to consumption to assess footprint of food and fibres and to overcome the poor official statistical database and the unwillingness of the tourist industry to provide data. First, it was assumed that the quality and quantity of the food and fibre consumed at the destination is similar to consumption at home. Evidence suggests that there is at least some similarity [31]. We assumed that the consumption of tourists during their stay in Tunisia would be similar to consumption in their home country [32,33] (this hypothesis has been also made by Gössling et al. [15]). The second hypothesis concerns the uniformity of consumption by tourists from a given country of origin. In other words, the fact that there can be substantial differences between tourists coming from the same country is ignored in order to simplify the calculation. Moreover, the sensitivity of the coefficients for the assessment of uncertainty has not been ignored because the analysis conducted is done ex post. Thirdly, we take into account 85% of the tourist arrivals and as Gössling et al. [15] it was assumed that for the 15% remaining tourists the consumption corresponds to the average consumption of the others.

Some others coefficients were used to calculate the mean footprint of a tourist for a trip in Tunisia. We used those detailed in the methodology of Gössling et al. [15] for the calculation of fossil energy land. It refers to the coefficient described before: $\beta$ (2.0), $\alpha_1$ (0.04), $\alpha_2$ (0.014) and $\mu$ (0.03).
On the basis of these hypotheses and using the data of the ONTTT, we obtained the following results (Table 2).

**Table 2. Calculation of the ecological footprint per tourist per stay in Tunisia.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EF component in ha</th>
<th>Corrected EF component in gha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1.a_1.d_a$</td>
<td>0.2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2.a_2.d_v$</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu.e_{ni}$</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta.s_t$</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta.s_h$</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_g$</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_a$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_e$</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_f$</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                                | \(ef_1.\beta_1.a_1.d_a\) | \(ef_1.\beta_2.a_2.d_v\) | \(ef_1.\mu.e_{ni}\) | \(ef_1.\delta.s_t\) | \(ef_1.\eta.s_h\) | \(ef_2.s_g\) | \(ef_2.c_a\) | \(ef_2.c_p\) | \(ef_2.c_e\) | \(ef_2.c_f\) | \(ef_3.c_f\) | \(ef_4.c_p\) | \(ef_5.c_e\) | \(ef_5.c_f\) |
|                                | 0.4501                       | 0.0151                       | 0.0206                      | 0.0022                     | 0.0046                    | 0.0007                    | 0.0161                     | 0.0119                     | 0.0010                     | 0.0064                     | 0.0007                     | 0.0119                     | 0.0010                     | 0.0064                     |

Ecological footprint per stay and per tourist 0.5286

This table presents the details of the calculation of the EF by referring to the mathematical expression expressed before. Thus, the mean EF of a tourist staying in Tunisia is of the order of 0.53 gha [34,35] (by considering that a mean stay in Tunisia is 5.1 days according to the ONTTT [30]). Transportation has the greatest impact, accounting for something of the order of 86% of the footprint. It should also be noted that the components associated with energy and infrastructures make the greatest contributions to the EF, accounting for nearly 90% of the total footprint.

A comparison of the situations in Tunisia and the Seychelles led us to use the results reported by Gössling et al. [15] for the Seychelles alongside the data reported above. The Table 3 below summarises these comparisons (For more details see Appendix 1, 2 and 3).

**Table 3. EFA of tourism in Tunisia and in the Seychelles (adapted from [15]) in gha.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface area</th>
<th>Seychelles</th>
<th>Tunisia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fossil energy land</td>
<td>1.7373</td>
<td>0.4857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built up land</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arable land</td>
<td>0.0632</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea space</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated footprint per tourist</td>
<td>1.8564</td>
<td>0.5286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregated footprint of all tourists</td>
<td>218,482</td>
<td>1843,039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table presents the components of the EF of Tunisia and of the Seychelles. First of all, the surface areas are higher for all the components in the case of the Seychelles than in the Tunisian case. Fossil energy land for the Tunisian case represents less than 30% of fossil energy land required for the Seychelles due to the air travel. Conversely, the difference between the built-up land components (land directly used for tourist infrastructure) for both destinations is not so high, because infrastructure required for air transport is similar, only the accommodation has an incidence with a higher surface for
the Seychelles. In the two case studies, built-up land is small because roads, airports, accommodation establishments, etc. are used by a great number of tourists per year, leading to a rather small per capita built-up area demand. The consumption for pasture and forest for Tunisia corresponds to 40%–50% of the consumption of the Seychelles for the reason that the length of stay here (10.4 days) is doubly more important than for the Tunisian case (5.1 days). Arable land and sea space for the northern destination considered refer to 25%–30% of the consumption for the southern country studied. This percentage is explained by the length of stay and the origin of the tourists with an important share of tourists coming from Eastern Europe which consume less than those from Western Europe.

Thus, the aggregated footprint per tourist is better for a tourist in Tunisia. Nevertheless, this conclusion is not valid when considering the aggregated footprint of all tourists for the two destinations, because the number of tourists in Tunisia is much higher in this country than in the Seychelles. So, comparison of the findings for Tunisia (with a footprint of the order of 0.53 gha per tourist for a length of stay of 5.1 days) and those for the Seychelles (with a footprint of the order of 1.85 gha per tourist for a length of stay of 10.4 days), confirms the extent to which air travel forms a substantial part of the EF of tourists. The shorter the distance tourists travel, the less pressure is brought to bear on the environment at the global level. Furthermore, some of the forms of consumption linked to food, which are expressed by the last four components, also reveal a definite advantage for Tunisia, which draws most of its tourists from Eastern Europe; these tourists consume less than those from Western Europe.

On the basis of this EFA, we can conclude that a tourist journey in Tunisia has a less harmful impact on the environment at the global level than a tourist journey in the Seychelles. Nevertheless, the aggregated EF per year for all categories of tourists combined is clearly lower for the Seychelles than for Tunisia due to the scale effect that results from the huge volume of tourists holidaying in Tunisia. The volume of tourists going to Tunisia is at least 30 times greater than that visiting the Seychelles (for the baseline years chosen for the two countries). In this way, the aggregated EF for the Seychelles corresponds to 12% of the total aggregated footprint for Tunisia, whereas the arrivals in the Seychelles represent only 3% of the total tourism arrivals in Tunisia.

4. Discussion

4.1. Discussion of the Methodology Underlying the EF Applied to Tourism

Of course EFA presents some boundaries [23,36]. First, EF is a stock indicator generally used to evaluate the sustainability of production or consumption of groups or areas. It leaves aside exchanges between areas. However, considering distribution between geographical spaces is necessary for the elaboration of a sustainability indicator [37]. Second, EF is a static measure and comparisons from time to time are not sufficient to understand changes. In particular, they cannot permit dissociation between substitution effects of goods or production processes that have been realised and decreasing or increasing effects in production or consumption. In articles [38,39], their point of view, underlined the necessity to develop a dynamic approach which can highlight stakes of different scenarios. Third, EF ignores technological changes, in particular, the development of clean technologies. Fourth, EF does not take into account freshwater withdrawals [40–42]. EF does not consider the freshwater consumed by tourists or the freshwater used by the tourism sector, whereas tourism does not have a neutral effect
on freshwater resources at the local scale in arid countries like Tunisia or in islands like the Seychelles. The focus on fresh water and not water in general is important because fresh water is scarce. The water footprint (WF) was introduced in the field of water studies in 2002 [43] in order to measure the human appropriation of the globe’s freshwater resources [44,45]. The term was chosen by analogy with the EF concept, but the WF concept has other roots than the EF concept. As a result, the methods to quantify the different indicators show both striking similarities and differences [46]. Results obtained by WWF [47] with the concept of WF shows that in Tunisia the stress on water resources could reach around 60% for freshwater withdrawn (from water bodies that are used and not returned), which corresponds to a severe stress, whereas stress on freshwater withdrawn is under 40% for the most part of the country. The situation is also problematic in the case of the Seychelles because of the high population density induced by tourism.

Nevertheless, EF presents advantages. As Moffatt [48] underlined, it possesses the capacity to give a clear message without ambiguity which can be used by public and policy makers and it is a key point of every good indicator.

Furthermore, as we apply it in the case of tourism, EF is not really concerned by previous critics. On one hand, we do not try to evaluate the evolution of tourism EF, but to compare, at any moment of time, the EF of two forms of tourism. On the other hand, we do not consider technological changes. They are short term. Finally, the distribution between two areas is taken into account in our evaluation by the travel of tourists between the departure area and the arrival area of tourists. In other words, we do not seek to use EF more than it can be used. Of previous boundaries, the only one that remains is the concern for freshwater withdrawals, and it is a true limit of our evaluation. On this point rests a crucial problem for evaluating tourism impact. However in the mean time, it is mainly a local stake and not a global one, which we are trying precisely to evaluate. We have nevertheless discussed this question in our conclusion.

For a decade, numerous sustainable indicators have been proposed and discussed (see for instance [49,50], for a survey of main indicators by countries). Tourism did not escape from this freneticity of sustainable indicators. As Ceron and Dubois [51] pointed out, most of these indicators are environmental indicators at a local level. Even if recent indicators are indicators that can be used for comparison between countries and are holistic indicators (see for instance [52–54]) they remain indicators about the impact of tourism in countries, while not considering travelling between countries. Now, Hunter and Shaw [27] underlines that an undeniable advantage of EF is to give a global indicator of sustainability. In this sense, it is not only an indicator of tourism in a place-country, but an indicator of tourism travelling from one country to another.

However, for a few years, another indicator has competed with EF called carbon footprint. Carbon footprint evaluates carbon emissions from production or consumption activities. Carbon footprint should be restricted to analyses that include only carbon emissions, in practice analyses proceed by including non carbon emissions, then using an equivalent indicator [55]. Carbon footprint is very similar to the Global warming potential (GWP) indicator used in life cycle assessment. Its success is indeed based on its readability concerning the effect of goods consumed on global warming [56].

Whereas carbon footprint measures CO₂ emissions, EF measures the ratio between CO₂ emissions and the biosphere capacity to keep carbon locked up, notably through forests. Some underline (for
instance [57]) that, since CO$_2$ emissions play a major role in EF, it could be judicious to refer only to carbon footprint. It highlights policy stake, i.e., to reduce CO$_2$ emissions.

Meanwhile, such a point of view seems excessive for two reasons. First, if global warming is a crucial stake, it is not due to CO$_2$ emissions, but to the incapacity of the planet to absorb them. It is then more logical, even if less clear politically, to use EF. Second, the use of carbon footprint could lead to solutions with disputable effects on environment. For example, the development of biofuel is from a carbon footprint a good solution; CO$_2$ emissions are reduced. But such a conclusion leaves aside the fact that the production of biofuel needs large areas which increase significantly the pressure on forests. EF, comparing emissions and capacity of absorption lead to a more mitigated conclusion. If areas needed to product biofuels contribute significantly in reducing forest which absorbs carbon, then biofuels are no more a good solution.

From a general perspective, the major asset of EF is to give an equivalent surface. This equivalent surface is furthermore a relevant indicator in the case of tourism, to an extent touristic activities are done on a given space and cannot be reduced to carbon emissions, even if, as we have noted in previous sections, it is of course a main dimension. EFA thus assesses environmental sustainability of tourism at a global level.

4.2. Discussion of the Results Obtained for the Seychelles and Tunisia

Applying the concept of the EFA to tourism makes it possible to determine the pressure that tourist consumption exerts on the area of productive land. It is measured in surface area (gha per tourist). It is an indicator that can be used to determine the sustainability of the different forms of consumption of tourism by considering the area required to cater for tourists’ consumption relative to that naturally available. An average tourist’s journey to the Seychelles requires more than 1.8 gha of world average space to maintain the necessary resource flows and to offset the contribution of greenhouse gas emissions to global warming. On the contrary, an average tourist’s journey to Tunisia requires less than 1.8 gha of world average space. In the context of tourism, the conclusion is relatively severe for distant destinations, because the footprint for a journey equals or even exceeds the biological capacities required for the activity involved, and this is particularly true of the Seychelles. A necessary condition for development to be sustainable is clearly that the EF must be smaller than the biocapacity available [27].

The question of distance also has a relatively significant impact with regard to the previous observation. The fraction attributable to fossil energy consumption makes up the greatest part of the EF [15], and transportation and accommodation are the main consumptions that involve fossil energy to a substantial extent. Consequently, long-distance travel considerably increases the EF per tourist. According to [5], a linear relation between distance and footprint is proved with a high correlation between these two indicators. In this way, the greater the distance travelled, the heavier the EF. In this context, the heavy footprint of ecotourists travelling to the southern hemisphere appears to be in contradiction to the objective of sustainable development, despite the fact that ecotourism may be sustainable on the local level (in the sense that its puts a minimum threat to local ecosystems through the conversion of lands, collection of species, trampling, etc.). Thus, the problem of air travel is particularly striking with regard to the development of tourism, to the extent that the intensification of international tourism, and therefore the multiplication of air miles linked to tourism, can only increase
the pressure of tourism on the global environment as a result of the relentlessly increasing emission of greenhouse gasses [58].

The comparison between the two major variables, air travel and length of stay, proves also that length of stay has a marginal impact on the results. For example, if we consider a length of stay of the order of 10 days for both destinations (so twice that of Tunisia), it will of course impact the consumption in the new calculation of the footprint of a tourist in Tunisia with an increase of arable land, pasture, forest and sea space, but not the other elements like built up land and fossil energy land which do not depend on the length of stay or marginally for the energy used for accommodation (approximately less than 5% of the total footprint).

Our comparison of the data available for Tunisia and for the Seychelles confirms the major impact of air travel in the EF of tourists, which is consistent with the results shown above and extracted from the work of [5] on various tourism scenarios. According to [5], a “mass” tourism destination such as Tunisia is less sustainable than an ecotourism destination as in the Seychelles, and our results prove that also if we just focus on the tourism activity at the national level with the higher number of arrivals for Tunisia. Nevertheless, this conclusion has a sense only at the national level because the individual footprint of a tourist is higher for the Seychelles than for Tunisia (around three times more). In this way, 433,581 international tourists in Tunisia have the same impact on the global scale as 117,690 international tourists travelling to the Seychelles. Thus, it limits the sustainability of ecotourism in destinations like the Seychelles because of the air travel. It proves that tourist travel should involve relatively small distances and the development of tourism should be constrained in order to reduce the global pressure on the environment. In order to become more sustainable, destinations should seek to attract clients from close source markets and regional tourism involving short transport distances may often only be sustainable from an ecological point of view.

Finally, one of the clearest conclusions of the EFA is that “mass” tourism near to the countries of origin of most of the tourists will have a less harmful impact at the global level, than a more sustainable form of tourism, such as ecotourism, that takes place at destinations far from the countries of origin of most of the tourists. This conclusion leads to problems, because most of the major areas of high biodiversity, which are the basis of the growth of ecotourism (biodiversity hotspots), are located in the southern hemisphere [59].

5. Conclusions

The sustainability of ecotourism can be called into question if it takes place in southern countries involving long-distance travel. Thus, ecotourism appears to be only a partially sustainable form of consumption, and can be partially responsible for causing ecological damage at the global level, unless it takes place in countries that are relatively close to the countries of origin of the tourists.

Meanwhile, our conclusion must be put into context for at least three reasons.

First, as we have previously underlined, freshwater withdrawals are not taken into account in EF. According to Mekonnen and Hoekstra [60], the WF of the global average consumer in the period 1996–2005 was 1,385 m$^3$/year The EF discussion should be enriched with a water-use perspective in addition to a use-of-space perspective. The average consumer in Tunisia has a WF of 2,217 m$^3$/year while the average citizen in the Seychelles has a WF of 2,192 m$^3$/year. It is quite similar and above the
overall average. Now tourism, by the pressure it exerts constitutes a major factor of stress on freshwater. To evaluate and compare the effect of the two forms of tourism, WF should be taken into consideration. Such a footprint will be particularly relevant in our case. Indeed, Tunisia is an arid country. Pressure exerted by mass tourism could largely contribute to the scarcity of freshwater resources. If impact is mainly local, side effects could be produced, especially through increasing migratory phenomenon. Seychelles, as an archipelago, must tackle concentration of tourism on coastal areas. Small islands are very vulnerable to the pressure exerted by tourism with access to freshwater and land. A strong tourist pressure could affect significantly access to freshwater for the native population. In the case of Tunisia, as in the case of Seychelles, WF is certainly a relevant indicator for tourism impact and should be used in addition to EF.

Second, EF does not take into account irreversibility effects. From such a point of view mass tourism in Tunisia can be different, to ecotourism in Seychelles. Degradations produced by mass tourism could be, to a certain extent, irreversible, whereas ecotourism effects are probably less irreversible, because they are less concentrated.

Third, EF does not take into account technological changes. Technological changes in travel that reduce their impact could significantly modify our results. As we underlined, our study is static and we do not use EF more than it should be used. The dynamics of sustainability is poorly represented by this indicator. It produces only a static picture, at a given moment of time and our results must be considered in this way: a comparison between two forms of tourism at a given moment of time. It does not signify that ecotourism, if it be developed through cleaner travelling means, would not be more interesting than mass tourism at a global level.

A challenge for future research is to bring EFA, WFA and the other types of sustainability analysis together in one framework. A first step would be to harmonise the footprint calculation methodologies and develop ways to use EF, WF and other sustainability estimates in a complementary way to assess the sustainability of the use of the natural environment by human beings.
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References and Notes


6. For detailed descriptions of the procedures involved in EFA see [3,7–9].


14. Large parts of some coastal areas of Tunisia can be considered as “mass tourism”. Tourism is one of the most dynamic sectors of the economy and is a major source of foreign exchange earnings. The tourist arrival figure in 2010 was 6.9 million.


16. The tourist arrival figure in 2010 was 175,000.

17. Even if serious doubts have been expressed about the effectiveness of environmental conservation [18].


22. We retain the terminology used by Cooper and Hall [13], even if several updates in the National Footprint Accounts have been released by the Global Footprint Network [10,23]. Indeed, new factors do not include fossil energy land, arable land, pasture and sea space anymore but CO₂ uptake-land (or carbon footprint, *i.e.*, forest for carbon sequestration), cropland, grazing land and fishing ground. The factors built-up land and forest (for timber and fuel wood) remain.
32. This hypothesis is needed to use the same process of calculation as with [15]. Some authors consider that tourists consume more during their stay [33]. Nevertheless, if tourists consume more when they are on holidays in developing countries, this is balanced by the specificities of local products, which have a smaller EF than similar products in developed countries.
34. According to [35], in 2009, the EF obtained for the Tunisian case is of the order of 0.5225 gha and the aggregated footprint is of the order of 2,046,092 (for data see Appendix 1, 2 and 3). The difference is not significant between 2004 and 2009 for the individual footprint because of the similar repartition of category of accommodation establishments and the similar repartition of nationality of tourists. The aggregated footprint is higher for 2009 because of the increase of tourist arrivals.


42. “The EF includes only those aspects of resource consumption and waste production for which the Earth has regenerative capacity, and where data exist that allow this demand be expressed in terms of productive area. For example, freshwater withdrawals are not included in the footprint, although the energy used to put or treat the water is” [40] (p. 28). The EF does not, and is not intended to measure freshwater flows.


44. The WF of an individual or community is defined as the total volume of freshwater that is used to produce the goods and services consumed by the individual or community. Though they are often compared and contrasted, EF and WF are, as indicators, fundamentally incapable of being substituted. Whereas the EF denotes the bioproductive area (global hectares) needed to sustain a population (or measures the biological capacity a population uses), the WF represents the freshwater volume (cubic meters per year) required. They each provide a different piece of information in the sustainability puzzle. Instead of being seen as competing metrics, they should be seen as two complementary indicators of natural capital use in relation to human consumption. For more information on the methodology and the applications of WF, see [4] and [45].


46. Two differences are, for example, that EF are usually calculated based on global average productivities, while WF are calculated based on local productivities, and that EF are often not made spatially explicit, while WF are [4]. Furthermore, the components of an EF are weighted (based on equivalence factors) before adding up to the total EF, while the components of a WF are added without weighting. For more information on the similarities and differences between EF and WF analysis, see [4].


**Appendix**

**Appendix 1:** Tourist arrivals in Tunisia. These figures relate to arrivals by air according to [1,2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arrivals 2004</th>
<th>Arrivals 2009</th>
<th>km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>986,669</td>
<td>1,344,697</td>
<td>2,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>561,324</td>
<td>484,154</td>
<td>3,541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>425,026</td>
<td>383,851</td>
<td>1,931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>299,410</td>
<td>275,652</td>
<td>3,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>139,140</td>
<td>168,108</td>
<td>3,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>128,189</td>
<td>92,713</td>
<td>3,058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>113,025</td>
<td>90,230</td>
<td>2,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>99,021</td>
<td>126,516</td>
<td>5,955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>96,276</td>
<td>99,822</td>
<td>2,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>82,770</td>
<td>60,654</td>
<td>2,736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavian countries</td>
<td>80,128</td>
<td>104,617</td>
<td>4,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other west European countries</td>
<td>140,529</td>
<td>154,698</td>
<td>3,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other east European countries</td>
<td>238,529</td>
<td>357,791</td>
<td>4,023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other world countries</td>
<td>160,991</td>
<td>172,197</td>
<td>8,047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2. Area of the airports. According to [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airports</th>
<th>Area (ha)</th>
<th>Tunis</th>
<th>Monastir</th>
<th>Tabarka</th>
<th>Sfax</th>
<th>Gafsa</th>
<th>Tozeur</th>
<th>Djerba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>820</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 3. Capacity. According to [1,2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Capacity 2004</th>
<th>Capacity 2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>2,987</td>
<td>5,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>21,771</td>
<td>22,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>***</td>
<td>78,149</td>
<td>85,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>****</td>
<td>74,774</td>
<td>77,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*****</td>
<td>25,724</td>
<td>28,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>10,745</td>
<td>9,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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